ABOUT THE PROGRAM
This two-year graduate program begins each fall and spring, and guides you to become a better writer. Supported by one of the nation’s most diverse MFA faculty, you will read, write and analyze, and join fellow students for intensive writing residencies - our MFA’s hallmark. For 10 days, students and faculty get to be writers and nothing else. You conclude the program with a thesis and a creative piece of publishable quality and literary merit.

Genres
MFA students select a genre, and also write and study across genres to deepen their craft and understanding.

• Fiction
• Poetry
• Creative Non-Fiction
• Hybrid Genre

Program of Study
Our holistic curriculum builds the muscles of your imagination with:
• Broad reading in literature and contemporary letters
• Creative writing workshops, literature lectures, and professional and vocational seminars
• Thesis manuscript, oral exam, collaborative capstone project

Contact Us
Jordon Zardinejad
Graduate Recruitment
541-322-3118
jordon.zardinejad@osucascades.edu

Low Residency Program
2-Year Program
• Four mentorship quarters

Low-Residency
• Four 10-day residencies

Faculty Mentor-based Learning
Faculty-Student Ratio: 1:4

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Spring
Priority deadline: Sept. 1
Final deadline: Nov. 1

Fall
Priority deadline: Feb. 1
Final deadline: April 1

osucascades.edu/mfa